Jeffrey Hall: Room 101

Additional Photos:

Image Description: The entryway of room 101 in Jeffrey Hall is a blue door with a silver doorknob on the left side.

Image Description: Image of the podium at the front of the classroom. This podium is not movable or height adjustable. This podium is not accessible. There is a document camera and a set of microphones on the podium.
Image Description: View of the classroom from the instructor’s podium. There are five rows of tables with chairs for students. The entryway door is located at the back of the room, on the right side. This classroom is not accessible for instructors.

Image Description: View of the classroom from a student seat near the rear of the room. In front are four empty rows of tables and chairs. The instructor podium is at the front of the room on the right. The front of the classroom has a three large blackboard panels in the middle of the front wall. A digital projector on the ceiling, projects onto a screen that extends from the ceiling. This classroom is accessible for students.

For more information about accessibility on campus, please refer to the Accessibility Hub or the Facilities Building Directory.